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In Season Two of Purling Road, the financial hardships are temporarily eased as Jonathan and Aryl

find success with a new business venture. Even with this small reprieve, everyone is faced with a

long, hot summer. Relationships are brutally tested. Some are broken, never to be the same again

and even Maura finds it difficult to help her friends. The fuse is lit when boredom and frustration lead

Claire, Ava, and Arianna to a girlâ€™s night that reincarnates Arianna to her former glory. After

suffering a loss, she reaches her breaking point and Caleb is left to deal with the aftermath of her

destructive decisions. Ruth moves to town with her son and finds the women welcoming her

friendship and advice. Tempers rise faster than the tide when Claire makes a decision that Aryl

canâ€™t live with. Ava and Jonathan welcome a new member of the family, and soon after, she is

forced to reveal a carefully guarded secret, but not before Jonathan assumes the worst. With her

paper on more solid ground, Muzzy is forced to take drastic action to save her reputation, taking

Rockport by surprise. As everyone focuses on their own crises, it becomes increasingly hard to

come togetherâ€”the only thing that has saved them in the past. Season Two is nothing short of

explosive as everyone must look within themselves for answers.
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I've just finished reading the second season of Purling Road and had to write my five star review

straight away.Like many of M L Gardner's fans I just can't get enough of the wonderful characters of

the 1929 series, and this latest addition to the collection was no disappointment. I thoroughly

enjoyed the first season, which I read each week as it was released, but I thought that this season

was even better. I don't know whether it's just as I was able to read it cover to cover in one sitting, or

whether Mrs Gardner really has excelled herself. Whatever the case, I highly recommend Purling

Road Season Two.I so enjoyed catching up with all the characters, secondary as well as main, as

they went through the ups and downs of life. As usual there was a good mixture of joys and

difficulties in their marriages, families and personal lives, as well as their work situations. I found this

series as gripping (although not quite as intense!) as the original novels. I loved the ending, and the

twist in the final scene was really fun. And, of course, I have to mention that I loved having a fix of

one of my all-time favorite book boyfriends, Aryl Sullivan :)All in all I am one very satisfied reader,

and I do hope that there will be a third season of Purling Road.

Yes, these characters are likeable, but there are too many problems with this series to offer a four

star review. There wasn't enough research to make a believable story about the time period. I can't

quite recommend this book.

I absolutely loved this whole series from the first four books to both seasons. The author is very

skilled in the knowledge of the Great Depression and what folks needed to do to survive from one

day to the next. It is an eye opening and heart warming adventure from start to finish that leaves you

wanting more! The characters will become part of your everyday thoughts and leave you wishing

they existed in your own life. I will be reading it all again over and over.

I have read just 1929 and 1930 but am eagerly awaiting reading 1931. Being a 1929 baby has had

such an impact on my character, bringing up and the learning of financial successful ways make the

books more to me than just a good read. Gardner has made very few errors in the method of living

during those years and the only thing that really stood out was having babies--home births were as

common as healing a broken leg healing at home was. Midwives were used when a pregnancy was

seemingly normal. Visits to a doctor were few and far between and we grew up healthy and strong.

The biggest error was no mention of every family's large garden. Most Depression families wouldn't

have had much to eat if it hadn't been for those well planted and maintained gardens and the huge



task of canning hundreds of jars that were used in the winter when gardens didn't produce enough

to stave off actual starvation. It wasn't a time for lazy people!

Too much was wasted on detours to barely relevant characters throughout the entire series without

a substantial tie-in to the main story. That space could have served better sticking to the primary or

even secondary characters. I read a review that declared these detours would all come together

and make sense in the end. They didn't. If there is a third season I'm not even sure I want to read it.

Does not fit the time it suppose to be lived in

I loved this season more than the first. I can't wait for the third season to come out! I couldn't put this

season down. It was more face paced than season 1 and I loved the continued development of

these characters.

It's a good read about some married friends going bust at the beginning of the "Great Depression"

and starting a new life with little to no thrills in their possession. If you like to read about poverty and

misery, here's your story. I've read three of the six episodes and enjoyed them all. What a hard life

to live back in that era, I'd recommend reading these episodes to everyone, rich, poor or otherwise

as a reminder to how quickly ones fortunes can change and to read about the courage displayed by

those carrying on. PTLovejoy
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